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page 2 Board · deni'es Wrig ht State Vniv~rsity._ 
Wessels tenure 
by Gary Floyd · llut despite the fact that the·VARDIAN 
suggestion for a second hearing 
August 6, 1974 l'ol 11, Issue 3 

:'he Rape Seminar Featured a self-defense demonstration, and the picture pretty well depicts the 
[photo by WSU photo services]intent of t his defensive maneuver. 
There is no doubt that the Uni­
versity Tenure and Promotion 
committee ended the six-year 
affiliation between WSU and 
Gladys Wessels last week, but 
depending upon who one asks, 
there is a question as to why 
Wessels was denied tenure and 
dismissed. 
Wessels, former associate pro­
fessor of information and com­
munications and vanguard of the 
WSU woman's movement, con­
tends the reasons for her dis­
missal had less to do with incom­
petence than with "making 
waves." 
The committee which decided 
Wessels' employment last week 
was actually the second to con­
sider Wessels. 
A tenure and promotion com­
mittee denied Wessels tenure 
earlier this year, but Wessels 
appealed on the grounds that the 
board contained faculty that 
were not tenured themselves and 
were from a teaching area out­
side of the one Wessels taught, 
so the board was therefore im­
properly constituted. 
A specially convened "due-pro­
cess committee," chaired by 
Cecile Cary of the Department of 
English agreed with Wessels, 
and suggested that a second 
tenure hearing be held by per­
sons in information and commun­
ications, even if it meant going 
outside of the university. 
Vice President and Provost 
Andrew Spiegel consented to a 
second tenure hearing, but re­
. fused to act on the suggestion 
that people from outside the uni­
versity be brought in, and four 
tenured faculty members from 
the Education department were 
appointed to sit on the second 
tenure and promotion committee. 
was given in the spirit of fair­
ness, Wessels contends that the 
second hearing was "one of the 
most vindictive things I've ever 
heard of. 
"There were no positive state­
ments made about me," Wessels 
contends, "and I think I've done 
some good for the university. 
"The university wouldn't have 
been as involved in the woman's 
movement without my help. 
After all, 53 per cent of the 
student body are women." 
Wessels also contends the board 
was given an evaluation of 
Wessels that she was not aware 
was taken, as is custom in 
academia, "and there isn't even 
any mention as to who made the 
evaluation. 
"Furthermore," Wessels con­
tinues, 'the board didn't recog­
nize student input at all. As far 
as they were concerned, students 
didn't even exist." 
Some of the reasons stated by 
the committee for not granting ­
tenure to Ms Wessels were that 
her interest in teaching was low, 
she lacked a doctorate, and a 
wanting in the areas of univer­
sity service and publication. 
"I don't see how anyone could 
decide whether or not my inter­
est in teaching was low," Wessels 
stated, "and besides, I take my 
students on field trips. I did far 
and beyond what I had to do. 
"The board also stated that I 
was not qualified to teach grad­
uate courses," Wessels con­
tinued, "but it was always my 
understanding that I was only 
supposed to teach undergrads. 
The department has two men 
who are supposed to teach grad 
courses. I did teach one grad 
course, and it didn't have one 
Ombudser files destroyed; 

hearing exonerates staff 

by Gail Snyder 
A large portion of the files in 
the Student Ombudser's office 
were shredded by the outgoing 
staff on July 25, the day before 
interim Ombudser Greg Heuser 
•All I•S not fair 1n love with WAR 
by Gail Snyder 
W.AR came to Wright State 
University last week. 
No, it was not another Student 
Caucus-Ombudser conflict or a 
pr~ce war, though these may 
exist at WSU. Instead, it was an 
organization called Women 
Against Rape from the Dayton 
Women's Center. 
hIt Was all part of a rape seminar 
el~ last Tuesday in Oelman 
auditorium. 
Four members of WAR Maddi 
Breslin, Roberta Fisher,' Jackie 
ory and Elizabeth Izzo, 
Ussed the various aspects of 
rap~ such as rape myths and the 
~lo-political response. Five stu­
tbnts in a self-defense class at 
M..e. Women's Center, 1309 N 
ti ain St, also gave a demonstra­
•totan of self-defense against
ckers. 
"'~ur goal is to educate our­
Ves and other women about 
pe and how to prevent it," 
ltated Breslin. 
.JI' 
Outsiders were not the only _ 
ones involved in the rape 
seminar. 
Vikki Lyall, a student and 
former employee of the Financial 
Aid office, was the originator of 
the seminar. She became inter­
ested in WAR and felt there was 
a need for some type of informa­
tive session at WSU. Richard 
Grewe, director of Safety, was 
the first speaker of the day. 
"Wright State has not had a re­
ported incident of rape," began 
Grewe. "The . incidences that 
were involved were of a sexual 
offense nature," he continued. 
Grewe was referring to several 
cases in which WSU females 
were accosted but not actually 
raped. 
Affirming that swift apprehen­
sion of the attacker is the depart­
ment's main concern, Grewe 
said, "We are all sensitive to 
what the victim has gone 
through. It is an extremely 
traumatic experience, both 
mentally and physically." 
Speaking to a large audience 
consisting mostly of females, 
Grewe added, "If we in the De­
partment of Safety can be of 
assistance anytime, feel free to 
call us." 
Next came Laura O'Hara from 
WSU's Health Services. 
O'Hara explained that in the 
case of a rape or attack, Health 
Services is just a "holding over 
place" until the victim can be 
taken to a hospital where the 
proper procedure and care can be 
provided. 
"Our main services are of a sup­
plementary nature and first-aid," 
said O'Hara. "I can't really 
foresee the Health Services in 
the future doing such proce­
dures." 
Shiela Sobotka from Counseling 
Services followed O'Hara, ex­
plaining how r ape victims can 
take advantage of the free Coun­
selling Services. Everything. is 
kept "strictly confidential" said 
Sobotka. Both men and women 
counsellors are available. 
"If you are considering prosecu­
tion, a written report would be 
supplied by our office," said 
Sobotka. 
She then told of a personal ex­
perience she had with a male who 
had come for counseling. "Even 
though the fellow didn't rape me, 
he sure scared the hell out of 
me," she noted. 
"What I'm trying to get across 
is that you might need some help, 
not only with rapes," she ended. 
Fory, one of the WAR enthu­
siasts, spoke on the historical 
aspect of the crime. · 
"The Bible is a dominant source 
about subjugation by men," she 
said. 
"Only liberation from the 
stereo-typed role will lead to the 
disappearance of this crime," 
Fory observed. 
"Avoid being raped. You've 
always heard it's not ladylike to 
fight," said Fory. Instead, she en­
couraged her listeners to be 
"strong, al~rt, and ready." 
[Continued on page 3] 
was to take office. 
Disciplinary hearings held by 
the Dean of Students office as a 
result of this action exonerated 
the ex-members of the Ombudser 
staff from any violation of the 
student conduct procedures in 
doing so. 
During the hearings, Bruce 
Lyon, Dean of Students, acted as 
the hearing officer, while Ken 
Davenport, associate Dean of 
Students, acted as the investi­
gative officer. Davenport was 
acting in the place of Joanne 
Risacher, assistant Dean of 
Students. 
Without even admitting that 
the hearings took place, Lyon 
stated that the fact that the files 
were shredded is "fairly common 
knowledge." But, Lyon main­
tained, "what has happened since 
that time is confidential." 
Lyon did confirm, however, that 
approximately 50 cases had been 
destroyed the day before Heuser 
took office. Most of the cases 
were "general information and 
junk" according to Lyon. What 
was destroyed· was 130 closed 
cases along with the "general 
information and junk." 
Said Heuser, in his only 
comment about the matter, 
"There are files missing, I'll 
confirm that. All I did was pass 
on the information." 
Previous to the hearings, Web 
Nor man, one of the members of 
the staff and a participant in the 
[Continued on page 4] 
Women make WAR on rape
[Continued from Page 2] techniques demonstrated by the persisted in knowing why these
Some suggestions Fory gave in students. incidences were not publicized
the way of discouraging the Positive identification marks, more so that such things would
attacker were to say: "I have such as scratches, bite marks, not occur in the future.
VD, or I have heart disease." and bruises, left behind by vic­ One person did take the side of
She gave one example of an tims are necessary for prosecu­ Grewe, saying that possibly, he
older woman who was being tion. A description of the at­ (Grewe) was not the only admini­
molested by a male. The woman tacker is important, but the strator to blame for such prob­
said to her attacker, "Let go of group reminded listeners, "you lems.
me, you wouldn't treat your can't always depend on your Others topics brought to
mother this way!" At this point, eyes." Grewe's attention were the lack
the man got frightened and Some weapons mentioned were of lighting in 'C' parking lot, the
r eleased his victim. whistles carried around one's inability to adequately identify
Fory was followed by.an infor­ · arm not neck, rings used as the women's from the men's
mative skit by one of the brass-knuvkles, umbrellas used locker room in the PE building­
students, Dianne Fisher, and as bayonets not clubs, purses that men might accidentally walk
Izzo, a WAR member. used as clubs, and squirt-lemons into the women's locker room or
Supplying some statistics to the used to temporarily blind the at­ vice-versa-and the desertedness
audience, such as rapes usually right now," said Roberta Fisher. of the women's locker room late
occur between men and women After the seminar, a question­ at night.
Safety Director Richard Grewe came under fire at rape of the same race, and over half of answer period was held in which Grewe said he would check into
seminar. all rapes occur in the victim's members of the audience could these matters further , and that
home, the skit was[photo by WSU photo services] 	 done in comment or ask questions. someone from Security is alreadydialogue version. Most of the questions were di­ working on the locker room
Most rapists are normal males rected toward Grewe about situation.
between 17 and 33 with a wife informing WSU students con­WesSels denied tenure· tacker. The said the best natural
and child. 	 cerning recent incidences in[Continued from Page 2] ; 	 asset is one's voice. Scream as
committee, denied that Wessels "Teaching women to be passive which sexual ofeenses occurred loud as possible, but do notdropout, compared to the 50 per was denied tenure because of her and men to be aggressive on campus. A couple women, scream 'help!' screm 'fire!'cent dropout rates that are not activism. nurtures the possibility of rape," including Lyall, said they had because more people tend touncommon for my field. "It just isn't true," Spiegel re­ replied Fisher. heard rumors about rapes on arrive at the scene faster, they"It's true I don't have my PhD, sponded. "Plenty of people make After the skit, four testimonials campus and called Security to said.but I d.id apply for it in 1972 and waves, and that's a perfectly le­ of ture incidents were read by find out more, but could not get
was turned down. But it seems gitimate way to spend time. The four of the self-defense students. any information from the office. 
"We've gotta get into the bus­
iness of taking care of ourselvesthat at the time the consortium decision was made strictly on ac­ "We are not in the business of Grewe responded by saying
of colleges were only accepting ademic judgements, and in a saying 'Ain't it awful about that he would try to inform stu­ PAT RONIZE OURmen applicants. That's changed tenure hearing, the burden of rape?'," said Breslin after the dents better in the future.

since, but I'm 52 years of age now proof is on the prof." skit. But still, the interrogators were

and it would be extr emely diffi- · Wessels said she is only think­ Such women's lib phrases as not satisfied with Grewe. They ADVERTISERS

. cult to return to school." ing about legal actions against "All men are pigs" are

Wessels further said that in her the University, and that the over-generalizations, maintained

specialty, 85 per cent of grants board's action hurt her retire­ Breslin. Breslin said "affirming It's a woman's right to make
for grad study go to men, though ment benefits. and asserting ourselves as

they compose only 15 per cent of
the fie ld. 
"I was really pushed into the 	 women" is a better idea. her own decision.
woman's movement," Wessels "As women we have been brain­

In the crucial area of publica­ contends, "because I'm in .a field washed for a long time. We have 24 hr service, strictly confidential
tion, Wessels says that she has which is composed overwhelm­ been brainwashed from the

made video tapes of such areas as ingly by women who are denied womb to the tomb," she No fee.
the woman's movement and Red upward mobility. continued.

China, but the tenure committee "S tudents are the reason for a Next came a self-defense lesson

wouldn't accept the tapes ;;ts University," Wessels concluded, from the five girls. Such graceful
being relevant. 	 movements as ripping down at 
. Call BIRTHRIGHT Counse/~ng
"not for administrators to run.
"A couple of years ago I went to The faculty is either apathetic or the eyes, down at the nose,

Fordham University's film not cognizant of their powerless­ pulling at the esophagus, elbow 
223-3446 :

course, and came back and sold ness." jabs, upward movements into the

WSU the idea of film classes. I armpit, stepping down on the

even insisted they hire Bukalski, instep with the balls of one's feet,

t he first film teacher, who iron­ ripping out at the groin, and
Med school 	 NEED Money Forically was later promoted over 	 kicking the attacker's shins were
some of the self-defense

''I've also had major workshops

at Heuston Woods which were

never attended by less than 200 

me. 	 adds member 
VOLKSWAGEN Senior Year~people," Wessels stated, "and the DespiLe the fact t hat ·the Wright 

women in the 70's Program State School of Medicine's first TUNE-UP GUARANTEED

class is sLill a couple of year s in
pulled the largest humber of con­ 10,000 MILES':'

t inuing education students in t he the future, the school already has 
 Your second tune -up is free, University's history." its firsL faculty member. if your car fails to run in Will s5000 Be EnoughtlWessels also said she produced AnLonio Zappala h as been tune within 10,000 miles of

the t wo "Today's Women" tele­ chosen professor of Biological the first one.

vision shows for WLW-D and Science for the new teaching How can you beat a deal 

planned to ·take the concept t o facility, as well as assistant dean, like that? 
 If you have had College Physics
rac> this year. which will involve curriculum -For complete details on 

'\\! essels also took a crack at the planning, by John Beljan, Dean your VOLKSWAGON , call: 
 and Calculus through IntegralUniver sity tenure and promotion of WSU's Medical School.

committee, which contains "only A well Lraveled academian, t he 
 878-9331 Calculus you may be eligibleadministrators who have mini­ Brazilian-born Zappala has * most foreign cars eligible
mal contact with students" and taught at Lhe universities of

"no women." Mineas Gerais and Recife in foreign ~1:,;i~~iEET

When asked what she thought Brazil, and at Northwestern, 
 ta~A FAIRBORN.was the reason for not being ten­ Stanford and the University of

ured, Wessels said 'Tm an acti­ California at Davis. 
1r:p~OHIO 45324 For more 

vist, and I make waves. WSU

doesn't mind activists as long as 
 information see
they happen to be activist who

agree with the administration." 
 Navy LieutenantAndrew · Spiegel, who along

with other duties chairs the Uni­

versity tenure and promotion 
 Ben Tucker on
SUTTMAN'S Aug 13 & 14
DAY CARE in the
1721 BARNEY AVE 
Near Woodman Placement
and Patterson Office - or Call(Ages 2 to 6) 

252-8053 ~ 299-4578 
 513-684-2807 
August 6, j9'74· Guardian 4Ombudsers staff exonerated 
[Continued from page 2] Norman, along with other ex­ "I showed no vindictiveness. I targum crossword 
shredding, said, "We weren't members, Robert Carr, and specifically invited Sue and Greg 
doing something out of the Donald Mottley, attended his to testify at my hearing," said 

normal and we weren't trying to hearing Tuesday morning. Ro­ Mottley. 

keep it a secret." bert Fulton and Eric Wagner, 

'1'here was a consensus" of the remaining shredding par­ Canoe !rip 

everyone in the office that the ticipants, were scheduled to tes­
 It won't exactly be like 
shredding was necessary, he con­ tify Tuesday evening. However, shooting the rapids in De­
tinued. "We went through the after the three morning liverance, but the UCB 
files and Bob Carr (ex-Ombud­ hearings, Lyon cancelled the two canoe "trip Sunday August
ser) had to approve everything. evening appointments. 11 promises to be fun!
It was done as an office." "If we really thought we were After leaving the Center
Norman said the shredding ma­ doing something wrong, we at 9 am, the group will
chine was obtained "down in would have been more clandes­ drive to Fyffe's landing
printing. It was a portable little tine about it," commented near Beelbrook. A bus will
number," he continued, "you Mottley. Mottley, who was a transport the canoeists six
would have loved it." member of the Ombudser staff miles up the Little Miami,
According to Norman, "We since January of this year until and from there they'll boat
shredded case files and junk files. the recent appointment of to their cars. The area is
Only those cases which were Heuser as interim Ombudser, still suitable to swim, and
closed were shredded. Cases that said "as a private student last, I groups may want to form 
we kept were personal files such was aware that they (the picnic parties.
as general information and stu­ Ombudser's office) shredded Cost is $3, for information
dent government minutes." things." visit or call the University
"We had shredded files before Dr Robert Adms, chairman of Center's Director's office,
this when we moved into our new the Political Science department, ext 523.
office because there was not acted as counsel for the accused 
enough room. It's not anything violators. Ombudser Hours 
new to us," noted Norman. Both Heuser and Sue Fish, cur­
Concerning the small amount of rent Assistant Ombudser and ex­ If students are interested 
files left behind, being a hin­ secretary to the old Ombudser in having evening hours for 
the office, they are urged 49 Toll road 10 Chess piecedrance to Heuser as a new staff, testified at Mottley's hear­	 ACROSS 
51 	 Dips 11 Consecratesombudser, Norman said, "He's a ing that Mottley "did not regard to express their desires to 	 52 Wigwam: var.1 Tics 	 12 Loose-leafthe Ombudser's office anynew ombudser, it's a new year. the move as animosity towards 7 Beetle 54 Written in verse notebooks 
Maybe it was a mistake not to him (Heuser)," according to time. 13 Lawmen : Sp. 56 Football cheer 13 Hymns 
14 Concise 57 One who makes 15 Laxativeleave behind more files ." Mottley. 16 Popeye's delicacy evident 20 Ha11 uci nogen 
17 City in Penn- 59 Blood deficiency: 23 Refugee 
sylvania var. 27 French riverr-------------------------------------, 18 Alder tree: Scot. 61 Renovate 29 Star in Pegasus 
I 19 Hoboes 62 Squatters 30 Latin epicClassified Ads 	
I 
I 21 Teases 63 High on drugs 32 Aggregate 22 Veronica 64 Tire impressions 34 Isolated peak
I 24 Native minerals 36 Tampered with 
Tai Chi Club: Tai Chi soft I .DOWNHousekeeper needed. Five 25 Town in Iceland 37 Ham actor 
hours per week. 276-4800. 26 Unit of memory 38 Indigenous onesinternal system of self de­	 I 28 Tennis great 1 Lily Pons, e.g. 39 Interpreter
Roo mate: One female fense. Also for health and I 30 Italian town 2 Took potshots at 41 Without weapons 
roomate to share two bed ­ meditation. Thurs 4-6. 31 Metallic element 3 Own: Scot. 42 FixesI 
room townhouse with pool, Wrestling room PE Bldg. 33 The Barefoot ~ 4 Type of jazz 43 Russian name(poss.)I 35 Orderly progression· singing 46 One who choosescarpeting and air con­ I 37 Mezzanine 5 Sma 11 : prefix 50 Ex-Pirateditioning. $80 a month in­ 40 Flowers: Fr. 6 -- Desert 53 To the inside ofWe haul all: Columbia 	 Icludes utilities. 294-2338 	 44 Female horse 7 Hockey play 54 Father: Fr.Trans Atlantic Express.after 5 pm. I 45 Shadow: comb. form 8 Heat units (abbr.) 55 -- History
For moving rates call after I 47 Ringworm 9 Section of a 58 Swindle
1953 Ford School bus
6 	pm. 879-5276. 48 Siouan Indian play 60 Greek letter
Open minded female 	 camper, 59 passenger, v-8, I 
I 	 wanted to share apartment 5 speed. Completely re­ I 
at Bonnie Villa. $53.84 a painted, $600. 426-7204. I Answers in 
month plus utilities. Call Introductory chemistry I 516 W Xenia Dr, Fairborn 
Pam or Shirley, 426-4179. tutoring. Reasonabl~ rates. One white full motorcycle I 878-2042 next issue298-2088 or 298-0498. Dr helmet -- $15.00. Call I Hrs: Mon-Fri 9:30to 5:30 
Farrier.Sleeping room for rent, 878-9202 after 5 pm. I Sat 9:30 to 4:30 

426-5308. Full line of Health Foods
I 
Large 2 bedroom unfurn­ Hi Dave stay cool. I am still 1970 Yamaha "350" good I 

ished apartment. Includes here. KC. cond. Street bike, $550, I 

stove, refrigerator, dis­ 236-1366 eves. I 

posal, living room, dining I 

Cracker's Bait and Supply-­room combined, one bath. 	 I 
camping, fishing and bik­	 1954 Chevy School busLease required Dunphy 	 I46 6ing equipment. Wholesale­	 camper, passenger,Real Estate Inc., Yellow 	 Icyl., 4 speed. Good con­retail. Special considera­Springs 767-1140. dition, $300. 426-7204. 	 I 
I 
tion given students. Call 
878-1094. Ask for Bill or THE WAYHouse to share 15 minutes 
Becky. 	 Ifrom WSU. $60 a month 	 Brand new 8000 BTU Iincludes private room, 	 Westinghouse Air Cond. Iutilities and phone. Call 	 $150, To small for area pur­ WTHllE
Dolly Miller at ext 1421 or Free-to good home, house­ chased for. 236-1366, eves. I 

after 6 pm 256-7046. broken toy collie, female, I 

call before Aug. 10, 1963 Slick Craft, 16 1/z' boat I 
 BLOOD llAMK.Free room and board in 275-8725. with 85 HP mere engine. I 

exchange for help (drive Fantastic cond. Must see to I 

car) for handicapped girl. believe condition. Extra, 
 I
Private entrance use of 	 Wanted: Male, All white, $1,400. 236-1366. I




Apt. to rent, from Aug.­

Dec. $95 a month. One bed­

room, fully furnished, on 

WSU Shuttle bus line. 
 EARN UP TO $80 E\/ERY MONTH, JUST FOR LIVING. 
429-0874. YOU JOIN OUR IMPORTANT PLASMA PROGRAM AND 
DONATE BLOOD WHENEVER YOU HAVE THE TIME. 
IT'LL TAKE YOU ONLY 1Y2 HOURS TWICE A WEEK.
Found: stray dog, black & 
white, part aireda!?.. Free IT'S SAFE. IT'S SIMPLE. JUST RELAX, WATCH 
TELEVISION, OR STUDY.to good home plus free dog 

food. 429-087 4. YOU'LL BE HELPING YOUR FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS, 

YOUR COUNTRY, YOUR COMMUNITY, AND YOURSELF. 
Male handicapped student COME BY OR CALL US. NOW. BECAUSE. 
needs person to share Lost: A wallet on campus.
home near campus. Free Valuable documents. 
Need typing done? Please rent plus money in Please return. Reward. ~bloodalliance 

contact Connie Mercer at exchange for limited care. Call Dr Hussan, ext 317. 165 Helena Street• Phone 224-1973 

(Formerly Dayton B iologicals)
426-6650, ext 711 between 	 Liberal atmosphere. Call 






Gladys We s sels, i n her complaint s against

the committ ees which denied her tenure, and

thus h~r employment at WSU , makes what appear

to be some valid points.

First of all, her qualifications as an edu­

cator do seem more sound than the committees

indicated, even though they lacked the legal

strength of a PhD cert ificate .

For instance , her work through the women's
courses at WSU and in t he community is a prime
example of the open minded search f or new

knowl edge and new ways . to knowledge that a

univers i ty -like WSU desperately needs. In that

r espect, the final decis i on not only has

damaged Ms Wessels, bu t the school as well,

e specia lly considering WSU's stated interest

in community educat i on.

· · At the very least, WSU has now · alienated

a large segment of that new and rising part of

our society-- the liberated woman. 
11 ~-I v.K>N''T ~ICN ~ ~~' Et111ER--· If

The objection that Ms Wessels has no PhD Snyde comments

is an unreasonable basis for judgement of

tenure, much less employment. In fact, reports

intimate that more faculty at WSU are finding 
 Et tu, Caucus?tenure increasingly difficult to get without aPhD. Auld Lang Syne never had it so cover meetings of the now de­ There was no really intense dis­This fact suggests there may _be more Gladys good. · funct Student Senate was be­ agreements, like those in theLast Thursday's Student Cau­ cause no one else liked to coverWessels out there-- good teachers who are liked past, simply because during thecus meeting brought back mem­ them. summer no intense issues reallyand have displayed competence, but cannot get ories of similar student govern­ When I entered them in the fall present themselves.tenure or have their contracts renewed unless ment meetings of old, albeit of O'Dell's administration of Nevertheless, the meeting, likethey have a PhD. Thursday's circus was much 71-72, there wasn't that much all those that went before it,more subdued than those great­It also suggests ~hat students are also going on. Things heated up later seemed not confusing but con·
getting the shaft. 
est shows on earth that have in the year when the Senate fused .gone before it. voted to censure O'Dell for his At one point, the Caucus mem·They have been eliminated from this most Gone were the Bill O'Dells, actions as SBP (Student Body hers spent forty-five minutesessential academic function of hir"ing faculty. John Sommers, and Rick President, another extinct art arguing about what to do aboutMinamyers of the past. Instead, form.)_Students need to be put on tenure, promotion, the two administrative memos
and hiring committees. They may then at least 
their places were taken up by the But neither my boss, Harry bringing student employmentRobert Harveys, Jim Haµgheys, Battson, .nor Managing Editor practices strictly under adminis·learn why Joe Prof isn't teaching anymore. Chris Cornyns, and Bev Jan Dagley found the meetings trative control.Otherwise, the university will be allowed Tanamachis of the present. very tasteful. Harvey had sent a letter to stu·to retain its policy of getting rid of profs In the three years which I have So like a babe in the woods or dent organizations asking for a· through snobbish, parochial views of .doctoral 
been on the Guardian staff, I Hannibal across the Alps, I was meeting to discuss the matter
pedago_gy. have spent a great deal of time drug into what unknowingly was and what could be done.covering and writing about stu­ probably the heydey of my After reading one of the memos,dent government, whether its career as Joe Journalist at WSU. he asked Caucus for theirpseudonym be Caucus or not. But I survived all t he charges of support for the meeting, and thatAlthough I still take an interest misquotes, all the balyhoo of Caucus present some kind ofVindictive exercise in it, I don't cover meetings as a Senate-SBP conflicts, and the "unified front ." reporter anymore, and won' t in ribbing I got the first t ime I came Haughey and Cornyn took issueThe actions of outgoing members of the the future. (Being Guardian int o contact with O'Dell's hench­ with this, adopting a wait-and·student ombudser's office in shredding a editor frees me from the respon­ men: Jerry ·Heckman and Bob see attitude.
considerable portion of the office files 
si_bility of writing one or more Reuwer. But Caucus had done the samearticles each paper - just a I survived Bill O'Dell, John thing in June when the newleaves a bitter taste in our mouths. regular editorial column.) Sommers, and Rick Minamyer. policy was brought to their at·We question not the legality of the action, My heydey for covering student I survived it all. tent ion by administrators.
but rather its propriety. government meetings, and in Yet Thursday's Caucus meet ing 
 Since then, the policy was used,
An atmosphere. of controversy had surround­
fact t he heydey for holding brings it all back. Not because most inappropriately, on the
ed t he selection of an interim ombudser, which 
meet ings (t hey become a virtu­ student government at WSU Student Ombudser's office.ally extinct art form with t he ad­ hasn't changed: it has. But be­ I said as much at t he meeting,had been opposed by the outgoing staff . vent of Caucus) , was in the Bill cause student government meet­ as a . representat ive of theCertain members of th€ staff had hurled O'Dell and Rick Minamyer ad­ ings, at least when they deign to Guardian represent ing the Guar·charges of manipulation and subversion of the minist r ations. open t hem to student s and the dian's political interests.The only reason I was sent to press, havenoffice in regard to the selection of an 't changed. What was really perterbing was
interim ombudser. t hat Haughey had even agreedIn a conversation with aide Haldeman, Nixon with my pronouncement in aGiven the situation, the timing of the said he "didn't give a (expletive deleted) memo I wrote to Caucus that theaction gives it every appearance of a vin­ new policy smacked of unduedictive exercise. 
about the lira", the lira being Italy's
main monetary coin. contr ol of student organizations.Whether or not the staff had the 'legal' Unfortunately, he probably doesn't give 
Yet he still wanted a wait-and·
right to do what was done,it is open to see att itude.a goddamn about the dollar, either. Finally, to make a long storYquestion whether some of the destroyed files «
:::~~=~:~=~=~=~=~:~==:=======:::!:::::::::::::~:t:::::::;:::::::::::::::::::;:;:::.;:::::;:;:;:::::;:::;:::;:::::::;.:::;:;:;:::;:;:;:~; 
short, they agreed to supportmight be of use to future ombudsers, and there :::: ~ Harvey's attempt to arrange ais no doubt that the incoming ombudser should 
The Guardian is published bi-weekly during the summer by :::: meeting, and tabled all further:::: Wright,State University students. Editorial opinio-.a expreued :~:have been consulted before anything wa!S discussion of the new policy. t
destroyed. 
:::: on these pages are these o'f the editorial board, not necessarily :::: The problem with studens.:: the faculty, staff, administration or all students. Individual :::: government meetings r emains:::: columns are those of the authors..Bob Carr, Eric Wagner, Don Mottley, :::: edi . . :~: this - arguing about inconse··••• tor ..••••.•..•.••.....••.•.•••.••. • ••••••••• tom snyder ·•••Web Norman, and Robert Fulton have now left ~ • eclito ~=: quential things like arranging to:~.· llUUlaglDgthe Ombudser's office, but in the opinion of ;~:~ associate editor • •••••••• ·• • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • pry BoydI~
r .•• ~ • . • . • • • • • • . • • • . • . • . . • • . . frank aalsbarg :~· have a meeting, or whether or
the GUARDIAN, they have left it with no honor. 
not to crash a student govern·§: ad manager ~d editor·emeritus •••• ~ ••••••••• kaday eampbell ·-: me~t conference in Missoula,.~.: cartoonist ••••••••••••••••• .• •••.• • •••• ~ •••••••• lew hermrd~ Montana.• ·.ataff •••• • •• • • ••••••• • •••••••••• gall myder and ... lathaa~ It wouldn't be so bad if the
This is the Guardian's next to last summer issue. Deadline for 
. -contributor •••••••••••••••• .•••••••• WSU·c:ommilldeations.I arguments didn't keep going
the last summer issue is August 20. -......... .__.,.._ I around in circles., '. cellege ................. ­~ - ~~ [Continued on Page 61 
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Now it's our tum to forestall one-man rule 

HELL TO PAY 
Suppose t he Senate votes to oust President 

Nixon next September -- 66 "Yes," to 34 "no," or 

one vote short of the Constitutional two-thirds of 

those voting. There will be hell to pay. 

Developments in Washington, we think, are 

heading straight for a majority House vote for im­

peachment, and that means a Senate trial. 

Suppose on the fatal day there is a Senate 

majority against the President, (which we think 

likely) but not a two-third majority (which we also 

think likely). If Mr Nixon can get one-third-plus­

one on his side he can stay in office. He seems 

currently playing "one-third-plus-one politics" by 

aggrandizing his support among conservatives 

and the South. 

So what would happen? The only precedent is 
Andrew Johnson. On February 28, 1868, the 
House impeached Johnson, 128-47. The Senate 
trial started March 30, lasted 57 days to May 16, 
(including a 10-day recess) when the Senate voted 
"Thin~s are ~oin~ 
to !{et a lot 
worse be.fore the_y get worse. " 
against him 35 to 19, or exactly one vote short of 
conviction. He was "acquitted" -- and ruined. He 
lingered in office 11 months. 
The difference today is this: If a majority votes 
against Mr Nixon (which is becoming at least 
likely enough to deserve serious consideration) 
and if it is less than two-thirds, Mr Nixon can 
continue in office too, only in his case it will be 
from, say September for over two years (27 
months and some days) to noon, Thursday, 
January 20, 1977. For that length of time America 
will have a disgraced President unable to govern. 
It would be a disaster. The perception of the 
possibility is just beginning to seep into the 
nation's awareness and the alarm is inevitable and 
mounting. Indeed the thought of it should mute 
some of the gloating of Nixon-haters. The pos­
sibility helps to account for the mood Washington 
presently is in which is expressed in the sour 
phrase, "Things are going to get a lot worse, 
before they get worse." 
There is another side to it, however. If America 
can be forced for two years to look squarely at the 
possibility of reforming our government so as to 
prevent the present fix from happening again it 
will not be a time wholly lost. You can bet that in 
two years with a President who has been con­
demned by both houses of Congress, as happened 
once before in history, there would be the great­
est proliferation of proposals to change the Con­







To the editor: 
~aped 'secrets can be risky; like · 
cigarette smoking--"dangerous to 
Y~~r health". . .exhale to the 
c Ief! (Alas, Poor Richard being 
smoked out; impeached). 
lien man, that's no secret. 
S Beaty Tanner 
Kettering 
'l'o the editor: (this letter was 







~ ~ ;. .TR
fr~rn Washington ® 
"Under the doctrine of 
separation of powers, the 
manner in ui&ich the 
President per&onally 
exercises his assigned 
executive powers is not 
subject to questioning by · 
another branch of 




We have a lot of confidence in America, even in 
a bind like this, and a good number of wise people 
share it. The London Economist the other day ob­
served: "The Watergate experience, in a curious 
way, is an example of this American adaptability. 
This is not only the story of a devious President 
caught up in the consequences of his past actions. 
For those who are interested in the quality of a 
society, rather than the tragedy of an individual, 
it is also the story of a country in which people do 
not hesitate to challenge the chief power in the 
land, and may yet bring him down." 
A nice compliment and, we think, a true one. 
It is still possible to learn something from that 
long ago Johnson impeachment, and the Rodino 
committee is studying it all the time. To simplify 
things it comes down primarily to contrasting 
three sets of men. For example, there is the con­
trast between the flamboyant 1868 demagouge 
Rep. Ben Butler of Massachusetts, who staged­
managed the Johnson show, and the low-keyed, 
quite-voiced Rep Peter Rodino of Newark of 1974. 
They set the mood and. the tone exactly. . 
The 1868 mood was savage and Butler fitted 
right into it. Johnson was a drunk he charged, 
though he did not go so far as some asserting he 
was an accomplice in Lincoln's assassination. 
Butler was a political general who became a hero 
in the mill towns of the North by threatening to 
treat women of occupied New Orleans as prosti­
tutes if they sneered at Blue-coats. He was short, 
bald, big-paunched and ugly as sin with a cast in 
someone touched you in your Et tu, Student Caucus?personal area? 
sociate Editor Gary Floyd who congenial relationship which became entangled in another,
covered tbe rape rumor story in might culminate into a very distinctly separate questi<;>n:
the last issue.) beautiful affair. what action should organizations
The light in which you treated Melvin Jones 133 292 take?
the potential rapes on campus PO Box 787 Caucus finally saw the folly of 
was intriguing. I wonder how Lucasville, Ohio 45648 their discussion, and okayed the 
Judy Barlow [Continued from Page 51 
Dear Readers: When Harvey asked for unified 
I am a 30 year-old broad­ action on the memo, Caucus' ac­
minded, progressive man who is tion could just as well have been 
presently incarcerated at the a wait-and-see attitude. 
Southern Ohio Correctional In fact, the decision at a meet­
Facility, Lucasville, Ohio. I am ing of all student organizations 
from Dayton. could also become one of 
I would appreciate hearing from wait-and-see. 
anyone who might be in need of The question of whether or not 
developing a sincere, lasting, to hold such a meeting thus 
you would treat it if 
MEMO : TO : GORT 
FROM: JUPITER 
SUBJECT: NEW PROJECTMEMO : TO : GORT 
FROM: JUPITER You WI LL be there, Gort! I' ve even gone 
SUBJECT: NEW PROJECT so far as to name my new proposal. It will 
There will be a meeting tomorrow at 1 p.m. be called. " FAR OUT OPERATIONS LAB· 
ORATORY." on Mt. Olympus. ALL creative mortals will 
attend. I'm setting up a " Think -Tank." 
PURPOSE: to originate more inventions/ 
creations for mankind . 
one eye, and the South called him "Beast Butler." 
Lord Palmerston rebuked him in Parliament to 
cheers, and French government wouldn't let his 
name appear in newspapers. While occupying 
New Orleands he had incidents with the consuls of 
England, Prussia, Spain, Russia, Greece, France 
and Holland, and Lincoln ultimately relieved him. 
Just the man, the Radical Republicans in the 
House felt, to lead their "managers" in the Senate 
trial. (He was the one, incidentally, who waved 
the "bloody shirt" of an ejected carpetbagger in 
Congress). He was an actor and a clown with 
every moment a quick answer as a man of the 
people. 
Rodino, of course, is just the opposite. So far at 
any rate he has kept his head. There is not the 
poisonous hysteria today: the Senate set up the 
Ervin committee 70 to O; the House voted 
authority to Rodino's committee 410-4. There is a 
good deal of bipartisanship and responsibility. In 
1868 they were rarin' to impeach; today Congress 
has backed into the th\ng reluctantly, driven on as 
much as anything by the nightmarish quality of 
the White House defense and countertactics. 
So much for that contrast, Butler and Rodino. 
Now here is another: If a President is chucked out 
who gets his place? We know the alternative now, 
it is Jerry Ford, a likeable mediocrity with an 
arch-conservative voting record, who is also 
decent and honorable. The "Jerry Ford" of last 
century was the president pro tem of the Senate, 
"bluff' Ben Wade of Ohio (there wasn't any vice 
president), who had the gall to sit in the trial and 
vote for impeachment with ill-disguised eagerness 
knowing that if his side won he would succeed 
"There is a 
sleaz_y qualit_y about 
the Nixon tax returns ... 
Johnson. He's the one man who came within one 
vote of being President! He favored high tariffs, 
easy money and a vindictive policy to the South 
and he appalled some men enough so that they 
preferred to keep Andy for a short time longer. 
The final contrast, of course, is between the two 
principals, Johnson and Nixon. Congress charged 
Johnson with usurpation but the real issue, of 
course, was how to treat the conquered South. 
The problem is less agonizing, perhaps, today but 
more ramified. There is a sleazy quality about the 
Nixon tax returns; an incredulity about the 
Watergate cover-up; a humiliation over the 
campai~n contribution lies. Deeper, perhaps, is 
the genuine alarin -- not hystericp.l but bona fide -­
over the imperial presidency. They tried to fore­
stall one-man rule in Philadelphia in 1787. Now it's 
our turn. 
meeting, but they failed to decide 
what unified action to take. 
At any rate, last 'Thursday's 
little debacle brings back fond 
memories of a time that is not so 
far away and not so far gone as 
we would like. 
Student government meetings 
will always be student govern­
ment meetings. Hopefully, the 
difference with Caucus will not 
be in how the meetings are run, 
but what is accomplished when 
at long last everyone is out of 
wind. 
Snyde Comments is a regular 
editorial column . by Guardian 
editor 'J'om S~yder. 
MEMO : TO: All 
FROM: JUPITER 
SUBJECT: NEW PROJECT 
Tomorrow's meeting has been indefini tely 
postponed. 
7 Guardian August 6, 1974_. FLICK FLACK _ 
:..:- .
Pakula's intention succeeds 
by Tom Snyder 
The Parallax View starring 
Warren Beatty had an all too 
short stay in Dayton last week. 
Although its stay was ham­
pered by bad attendance, The 
Parallax View is one of the best 
suspense films to hit Dayton this 
,year. 
And it is certainly better than 
its similar brother, Executive 
Action (about President Ken­
nedy's assassination), to which it 
bears only the slightest resembl­
ance. 
Unlike Executive Action, this 
film builds suspense with intelli­
gence and slowly penetrating ex­
citement. Director Alan Pakula 
shows his competence in this 
matter. 
Pakul~'s handling of a bomb 
threat on an airplane demon­
strates best how well he handles 
his suspense. 
In this scene, he slowly extracts 
suspense until the agony ·is al­
most too great for the audience. 
·Pakula's directi.on compares 
favorably to that of the master of 
suspense hfmself, Alfred Hitch­
cock. 
The Parallax View takes us into 
the ubiquitous world of political 
assassinations. · 
In it, ·a controversial Senator is 
shot. · 
Despite feelings of conspiracy, 
the commission ·charged with the 
investigation lays the final blame 
on one man, who fortunately died 
right after the shooting. 
Three years later, six witnesses 
to the shooting have met with ac­
cidental deaths, and the seventh, 
played by Paula Prentiss, asks 
reporter J .oe Frady, played · by· behind assassination conspiracies 
Film trivia 

Well, the response to last issue's trivia quiz wasn't exactly 
overwhelming. In fact, nobody responded at all. 
But here are the answers anyway. They follow the repeat of 
each questi9n. 
1. What three actors played the Phantom of the Opera?· 
2. 	 Who played James Bond's nemesis, Dr No, in the film 
version? 
.3. 	 What actress won two best actress Oscars for playing 
Southern belles in 1939 and 1951? 
4. 	 What famous director played Rommel in ·Five _Graves to 
Cairo? 
5. Who was William Bendix's shipmate in A Girl in Every Port? 
6. Who relieved Humphrey Bogart of his command in The Caine 
Mutiny? 
7. Who played Van Gogh's brother in Lust for life? 
8. In The Rem~kable Andrew who played the spirit of Andrew 
JH~.son? 
9: 	 What actor defended three French soldiers in Stanley 
Kubrick's Paths of Glory? 
10. 	 What actor and actress played the couple who visited 
Burton and Taylor in Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 
1. Lon Chaney Sr, Claude Rains, and Herbert Lom 2. Joseph 
Wiseman 3. Vivien Leigh 4. Erich Von Stroheim 5. Groucho 
· Marx 6. Van Johnson 7. Anthony Quinn 8. Brian Donlevy 9. 
Kirk Douglas 10. George Segal and Sandy Dennis. 
Beatty, to help save her from her 
invisible predators. · 
Frady puts no stock in her 
hysteria, but when she too turns 
up dead, from an overdose of 
barbiturates mixed with alcohol, 
he begins to wonder, and sets out 
on his own investigation. 
His efforts finally lead him to an 
organization in the business of 
searching for people most likely 
to commit assassinations. 
Beatty handles himself well in 
his role of the new journalist un ­
dercovering his way through a 
big story. 
Hurne Cronyn as the boss trying 
to put reigns on his upstart un­
derling helps cement the rela­
tionship between him and Frady. 
Although the editing · is some­
what sloppy at times, the cine­
matography gives the film a fine 
quality of stark reality. But the 
motives behind the assassination 
organization remain fuzzy that 
they make the existence of such 
an orga,nization seem incredible 
and improbable. 
If assassinations are conspira­
cies, it ·is more likely they are 

done by a group of men using an 

organization for their own pur­

poses, such as when Hunt and 

· Liddy used CIA equipment to 

bug Ellsburg"s psychiatrist's 

office. 
However, even though the or­
ganization's motives are fuzzy at 
best, it is not that ~mportant, be­
cause the film is not really con­
cerned about delving into the 
politics behind political assassin­
ations. 
It is concerned mainly with 
creating suspense. 
The politics which may exist 
are left to our imagination in the 
background. They are only an ex­
cuse to create a suspenseful film 
with a certain amount of modern 
topicality. 
This may represent a somewhat 
parochial point of view, but it is 
nevertheless the intention of the 
film, and it is that intention 
which succeeds. 
In Exeuctive Action, the main 
intention was to delve into the 
politics behind a conspiracy of 
John Kennedy's assassination. 
As a result, its politics were 
confused and confusing, and its 
suspense very unsuspenseful. 
The Parallax View works well 
because it does not greatly 
concern itself with such conspira­
cy ·explanations, which at best 
are mere hypothetical specula­
tion, and at worst, a frightening 
paranoid schizophrenia. 
AllBI delights 
, ._. , .. . :~ •. .·:... 
·This Polish violinist no joke 

by Nathan Schwartz 
There isn't anything particu­
larly exciting about a Polish 
violinist, is there? I mean other 
than the obvious ethnic jokes, 
what can you say about him? A 
Polish violinist has to be greasy 
and ·skinny wearing an oversized 
tuxedo playing something that 
could be a violin concerto or "I 
wanna hold your hand," right? 
We now turn to Michal 
Urbaniak, a Polish violinist for 
sure but he doesn't meet any of 
the aforementioned qualifica ­
tions. Urbaniak blends a classical 
feeling with a jazz beat and a 
rock sound to produce one of the 
most exciting experiences ·a 
music lover can ask for. 
Urbaniak studied classical 
music for twelve years in 
Warsaw where he was born in 
1943. In the 50's, he listened to 
Willis Conovers' "Jazz Hour for 
Europe" over Voice of America. 
It was the only way to hear jazz 
in Eastern Europe at the time. 
About ten years ago, Urbaniak 
began performing throughout 
Europe. He was better able to 
study the growth of improvi­
sational music. Musicians like 
Frank Zappa, Miles Davis, The 
Mahavishnu Orchestra, and 
Jean-Luc Ponty were all great 
influences on him. 
Urbaniak has assembled a band 
that inch\des Adam Makowicz on 
keyboard's, Czeslaw Bartkowski 
on drums, Urszula Dudziak on 
vocals, and Urbaniak on electric 
violin and saxophone. 
So far, one album has been 
released by the Urbaniak 
ensemble, Fusion (Columbia 
KC32852) and if it is any indica­
tion of what we might expect of 
this band in the future, the 
musical world will be set on its 
posterior. 
Urszula's use of her voice as a 
non-verLal instrument is as­
tounding. She sounds, at dif­
ferent times, like a saxophone, a 
violin, a trumpet, and a synthe­
sizer. 
If you are not particularly 
excited by a violinist from any 
country, but Urszula interests 
you, take heart citizen! She has 
an album of her own. Newborn 
Light (Columbia KC 32902) is the 
title and it is a study in circular 
music. 
Urszula sings traditional jazz 
scat with an echoplex in addition 
to singing. acoustically. The com· 
positions have no beginning, 
middle or end. 
Urszula simply began to sing 
and Adam Makowicz, her pianist, 
joins her. It is a type of musical 
communication that should not 
be missed. 
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Immediate arrangement to be made 
August 6, 1974 Guardian 8Caucus considers job policy until after Harvey's meeting "The real problem is the com­
Student Caucus met last 
Thursday, and one of the major 
topics of discussion was the ad­
ministration's new policy state­
ment on control of student em­
~Joyment, set forth in memos by 
Vier-President 0 Edward Pol­
lockand Dean of Students Bruce 
Lyon. 
But Caucus decided against any 
direct action on the policy, and 
instead tabled any further dis ­
cussion. 
However, they did support 
Caucus chairer Robert Harvey's 
memo to student org~nizations 
asking that the heads of those 
groups have a meeling to discuss 
the policy. 
The policy states the right of 
the Dean of Students office to 
control hiring and firing of em­
ployees by subsidized student or­
ganizations. 
Concern over the policy stated 
• 	 in the memos has been height­
ened by the forced staff reduc­
tion in the Student Ombudser's 
office by Dean Lyon. 
"I think there was featherbed­
ding going on and I think the cut 
was legitimate, but I share some 
of the consternation about the 
memo that the Guardian espe­
cially knows," proclaimed Har­




10,000 MILES •:• 
Your second tune -up is free, 
if your car fails to run in 
tune withi n 10,000 miles of 
the first one . 
How can you beat a deal 
like that? 
For complete details on 
your TOYOTA call: 
878-9331 

•most foreign cars eligible 
oreiqn 519 WEST 
1n~MAIN STREET ~K FAIRBORN ;­JJ_lf OHIO 45324 
Stop m 
with the leaders of subsidized ment section, that's the feed­

student organizations. back I'm getting in Education,"
Accountability of funds used in "Accountability is really Faculty-course evaluations was said Haughey. "They want to
student organizations was a main needed," said Harvey. ''I've seen another major topic at the meet­ know what Student Caucus istopic of the memos. too many situations where ing. going to do with those written in 
Tom Snyder, Guardian Editor, students have embezzled, ripped According to Harvey, 'Tm comments. That's why they're
wrote a memor in reply to the off the University, and when stu­ starting to gear up on it a little hyper about, and I think there isaforementioned memos in which dents are doing it, the funds they bit to become familiar with it, be­ a reason for it."he criticized the policies invoked have access to are not provost cause (Vice-president) Andrew "This faculty-course evaluationby the memos. slush funds or building contracts Spiegel put a researcher on it can be a very valuable aid for stu­
Harvey read Snyder's memo at or state absorbed. So, they can and I do not want an edict coming dents if we motivate it properly,"the meeting and proposed action be directly ripping off students. I down telling us what's going to said Cornyn.
on the part of Student Caucus find that totally unacceptable. happen and tokenism on the part Another item of major impor­and the student organizations in­ "So, accountability is really of our involvement. I want this to tance was a letter from studentvolved. necessary in my opinion to make be a student evaluation and I Bob Brandt to the StudentHis first proposal was that sure people recognize the fact want it to be a good evaluation Caucus. In his letter he sug­there be a meeting between the that these sort of rip-offs aren't and a responsible one. gested that Student Caucusheads of th groups to discuss to be continued," he added. "The reason Spiegel put a re­ make an effort to get studentthe policy. Haughey agreed that account­ searcher on this," said Harvey, representation on every college'sAl fir t, Caucus member Jim ability was needed. "is because the faculty is really petitions committee.
Haughey spoke out against the 'Tm not totally paranoid of it," bummed out at the whole idea, Brandt, who is a member of the memos. 	 said Harvey, "but I don't think and we're going to be opposed University Undergraduate Peti ­"My personal feeling is that this we can put our head in the noose down the line in Academic tions Committee, feels it is cru­stems on regulation and control, and say please don't drop the · Council. Andy doesn't want to cial that a service to advise stu­that's what I fear about it," said door." see that happen. 	 dents of their options, how to fillHaughey, college of Education Harvey said, "The policy itself "In terms of the results, you out petition forms, and how toRep. isn't the problem as I can see be­ know I sort of look at those as get them approved be created.
Also present were Caucus mem­ cause I really don't think it will confidential. That was how it was At the present time, many stu­
bers Chris Cornyn, College of be abused or if it will, the abuse presented to the faculty dents have problems in theseLiberal Arts, and Beverly Tana­ will be minimal. What is the members on the first run." areas, claimed Brandt.
machi, College of Science and problem is the philosophy. What On the question of what form Caucus noted that such thingsEngineering. we're seeing is authoritative the evaluation should take, are worthy of their attention and
But Haughey, backed by statement coming down without Haughey had this to offer, promised Brandt that something
Cornyn, took issue with adopting consultation of the students in "There are a couple of ways you would be done about it. 
any direct action against the formulating it." can go with it. You can go with Caucus members then thanked 
memos. They wanted a "wait­ Further discussion and action the approach of an institu­ Brandt for his letter and sugges­
and-see attitude." on the issue was finally tabled tionaled item, very statistically tions, welcoming any further 
oriented, highly specialized. mggestions ·in the future. 
Doctor's Bag 
Reader contemplates birth control pill. shortage 
Q: With all the current short­ A: If a shortage of birth control recommend the combination of a do you recommend? 
ages, what method of birth con­ pills developed, economic gain condom and contraceptive foam. A: Arguments can be found to
trol would you advise if there be­ mediated through political de­ A good streak should not take support a number of positions on 
came a birth control pill shortage viousness would probably be a plave over an extended period of this question. Cosmetic factors 
in the future? 	 more likely explanation then time. In this pop art form, which aside, there are two compelling
would a scarcity of materials. Re­ is obviously an outgrowth of reasons for remaining in goodAlso, concerning streaking-­ gardless of reason, if an alterna­ modern dance, briefness is physical shape. There are allwouldn't the bouncing of the tive to birth control pills is de ­ required in duration as well as in sorts of activities that are fun totesticles over extended participa­ sired, the intrauterine device attire. 	 engage in hut require sometion in this activity have harmful (IUD) should be carefully con- · Testicles are firmly enough at­ degree of stamina. And,effects? I thought the jock strap sidered. In spite of more fuss in ­ tached to permit ample amounts practically speaking, there are was designed to prevent the ex­ volved in its use, the diaphragm of bouncing. The usual wearing advantages to being able to climbcessive movement which is remains highly effective, when of the jock strap (ath letic a few flights of stairs or walk aprobably not healthy. If bouncing properly used. For people having supporter) is for the comfort of few blocks in a hurry withoutis not harmful, then why are jock intercourse on a less than the participant rather than any getting winded: Jogging, though,
straps required? 	 frequent or regular basis, I still safety factors. Bouncing can be .strikes me · as being pure
uncomfortable in the case where suffering which actually becan 
testicles are large and pendulous. very dangerous for older people

Briefs or knitted undershorts are who are not very carefully

generally more comfortable and supervised or who are not in 

provide just about as much as good condition to start with . 

support as is necessary for milk Anyway, going in circles and 

athletic activities. In the case of random scampering through 

contact sports where the risk of streets never impressed me that 

being struck directly exists, pro­ much. 

tective devices with a firm struc­

ture are required . Another compelling reason for 
maintaining a reasonable level of 
physical activity is the strong
Q: How important is physical suggestion that such activity has 
exercise really? I note that some a beneficial effect on one's cardio­
students are jogging, walking vascular system. Modern society
everywhere, taking phys ed has deprived man of many of the 
courses, playing tennis, etc. normal types of physical activity
Others are riding the bus, sitting which may have a protective
around most of the time and effect against the development of 
seem to do little exercise. What certain types of heart disease. 
RECORDS & FRESH 
VEGETABLES 239 Xenia Ave, Yellow Springs 
Jazz, Popul 1ar, Blues, Bluegrass, 
Classical, and Cutouts 
DAIL Y'S ART SUPPLY 0 Screen Printing Supplies 	 We are able to special order 
Mon-Sat 11 to 8:30The complete Art Supply Store e Picture Frames Sun Noon to 5:00 most albums that are still. 
120 E Third St - 'Downtown - Parking next to Store in print at No Extra Cost 
1 
•• ucb summer cinema
'un·=:• FREE.t 




From MGM with Spencer Tracy, Henry Fonda, 
Gregory Peck, Debbie Reynolds, Jimmy Ste­
wart, Lee J. Cobb, John Wayne, Carolyn Jones 
12:00 - 2:40 - 5:40 - 8:20 
Thursday, August 15 






From the makers of All in the Family & Maude 
12:00 - 1:35 - 3:10 - 5:45 - 7:25 - 9:00 
OelmanAud FREE! 
Now when you buy acw with our gua1W1tee 
you save two things: Your time 111d money . 
Authorized 
Dealer. Make it easy on yourself-­
'71 Capri, red, sharp! ........... '. .... · $2195

'69 Whinni Motor Home..............$4395 '70 VW, 4 speed......................1895 

'69 VW, 4 speed......................1495 '70 VW Camper......................2895 

'73 VW Super ............ . .. . .•..... 2895 '73 Pontiac GP, loaded................ 3995 

'73 VW Beetle ...................... 2695 '72 Opel Kadett, 4 speed.............. 1695 

'72 Chevrolet Impala, 4 dr, HT, '72 Plymouth Sebring, plus, loaded..... 2895 

PS, PB, air ......... . .. . .......... 2495 '71 Dodge Demon 318, 3 speed .. . ...... 1995 

'72 Gremlin, 6 cyl, 3 speed, WSW, '70 Pontiac GP, loaded................ 2295 

2 to choose........ , ................1895 '70 Ford Ranchero, must see..... . .....1995 

'70 Plymouth Duster, 2 dr, HT, '69 Olds Vista Cruiser Wagon..........1695 · 

318 engine ....... . .......... · · · · · · 1695 '66 n 'odge Station Wagon ............. 995 

'73 Gremlin X, 6 cyl, auto, AM radio, '72 Buick Skylark, air.................3195 

2 to, choose. .................. · · · · · .2695 '66 Chevrolet Caprice, 2-dr, HT, 

'73 AMX, blue, PS, PB, air ............3295 PS, PB, air ....................... 1195
 

'71 VW Station Wag:on, [bus] ......... .29~5
'69 Pontiac, 2 dr, HT, PS, PB, air ...... 1395 
